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Carlinkit U2W Plus wireless adapter (black)

The Carlinkit U2W Plus wireless adapter
Want to enjoy wireless pleasure while driving your car? With Carlinkit it will be possible! The U2W Plus adapter is designed for cars with
CarPlay functionality. With it, you will create a space free of tangled cables. What's more, it uses plug&play technology, which makes it
convenient and easy to use. And its small size (80×46×13 mm) will make it easy to transport and store. 
 
Wireless power
With Carlinkit you will be able to connect to your CarPlay wirelessly. It shows great compatibility, making it very versatile. What's more, it
won't interfere with your vehicle's original functions. You will still be able to control the dedicated buttons on the steering wheel. You no
longer have to pull out your phone every time! 
 
Comfort of use 
Carlinkit U2W Plus was developed with user comfort in mind. It uses plug&play technology. What does this mean? Just plug the device
into your car's USB port, and it starts working right away. And it connects to your phone quickly using Bluetooth 4.1. Online updates are
also at your disposal to ensure that your device will always work perfectly. 
 
Thoughtful design
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The U2W Plus is both a well-thought-out design and a functional device. It won't take up much space, as it stands out for its compact size
(80×46×13 mm). What's more, you only need to connect it once to the device of your choice. What does this mean? When you get in the
car again, Carlinkit will automatically pair with your phone. Don't waste precious minutes searching for your device again!
 
In the package 
wireless adapter
2 x charging cable
user manual
	Manufacturer 
	Carlinkkit 
	Model 
	CPC200-U2W PLUS
	Bluetooth version 
	4.1
	Antenna
	Built-in 3 dbi FPC antenna
	Material
	ABS PC
	Compatibility with cell phones
	iPhone 6 and newer, iOS 10 and newer
	Compatibility with cars
	Car with factory CarPlay cable
	Ports
	LED, Type-C female port, USB female port
	Power output
	DC 5V±0.2V 1.0A
	Product size
	80×46×13 mm
	Product weight
	0.033 kg
	Connection
	wireless, wired
	Color 
	Black

Price:

€ 59.50
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